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Abstract
Web-based information systems no longer aim at

purely providing read-only access to information in terms
of static HTML pages. Rather, more and more web-based
information systems store (part of) the information within
a database system (DBS) and generate HTML pages on
demand. Such information systems are often called
DataWeb Applications. Different users interact with the
system, and often they perform changes concurrently. As
an example in the area of electronic commerce, consider a
web-based tourism information system, where an
unpredictable number of a priori unknown tourists are
allowed to book various tourism facilities at the same
time. Whereas financial and security issues of such
electronic commerce transactions are extensively
discussed in literature, very few work exists on the
database transaction aspect in terms of consistency and
reliability of electronic commerce transactions and of
DataWeb applications in general. The objective of this
paper is to discuss the specific requirements that different
architectures of DataWeb applications and the web itself
pose on transaction management, and to identify
promising technologies for enabling web transaction
services.

Architectures of DataWeb Applications
There exist several architectural alternatives for the

integration of databases into a web infrastructure. They
are briefly outlined in the following since they heavily
influence the possibilities for transaction support
(Ehmayer 1997). In the first approach, database access is
provided directly at the client-side by means of external
viewers, browser plug-ins, and more recently Java applets.
This actually corresponds to traditional client-server
applications, the browser being a direct client of the
database and communicating by means of some
proprietary database protocol. Consequently, existing
transaction technology can be applied straightforwardly to
enforce consistency and reliability.

In the second so-called server-side approach the
browser communicates as usual in a web-based
environment via the standardized communication protocol

HTTP with the web server, which in turn is responsible
for connecting to a DBS. This could be done by different
means, ranging from Server Side Includes (SSI) to scripts
embedded in HTML fetching data from the database to
server-side application logic like CGI scripts or Java
servlets, that produce HTML files. Despite the fact that
the server-side approach complicates transaction support,
it is widely accepted due to its seamless integration with
the web philosophy. Furthermore, in contrast to the client-
side approach, which is appropriate primarily for small
Intranet applications because of the need to transfer code
over the net, the server-side approach is more suitable for
large and complex applications within the Internet. Thus,
in the following we are concentrating on the challenges
and issues of transactions supporting the server-side
approach.

Transactional Requirements of the Web
When looking at the transactional requirements of

DataWeb applications one can distinguish between
domain-specific requirements and web-specific
requirements. The first category originates from the
domain where the DataWeb application is situated and
has already been discussed in literature in terms of
(extended) transaction models for standard and non-
standard client-server applications (Ramamritham 1997).
It is therefore not further considered. Web-specific
requirements, on the contrary, stem from the specifics of
the web and of the architecture used for realizing the
DataWeb application. They are discussed in the following
along with the problems that emerge.

In general, DataWeb applications based on a server-
side approach demand for transactions that span one or
more web pages of a single or of several web servers
whereby transaction borders should be allowed to be
specified statically or dynamically (Apers 1997). As
illustrated in Figure 1, this leads to three orthogonal
dimensions of requirements.
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Transactions Within a Single Site

The first and simplest category of DataWeb
applications requires transactions that are executed
completely at a single site within a single web page, i.e.,
according to a single request, like the simple booking of a
certain hotel room. However, transactions of the
underlying DBS used to provide consistency and
reliability for this scenario incorporate only the web
server and the database server, but not the initiating
client. Thus, in case of any failure at the client side or
between the client and the web server, consistency and
reliability are not guaranteed. Up to now, there are only
few attempts towards incorporating clients into
transactions (Little 1997).

As soon as more than one web page located at a single
site should participate within a transaction, the
transaction’s context has to be maintained somehow. This
is the case in a typical shopping cart scenario, where, e.g.,
a holiday package is assembled out of different products
each represented by another web page (Billard 1998, Pröll
1998). Since HTTP does not provide stateful
communication to preserve the context, current
realizations circumvent this problem by means of hidden
variables, cookies or URL extensions (Ehmayer 1997).

Another problem is that, due to the navigational
nature of the web, clients may access documents in an
unexpected order. This means that, the user can hardly be
enforced to request pages in a sequence required by the
specified transaction. Rather, at any time the user may
request a completely unrelated page just by means of its
URL. The question now is what happens with a running
transaction. Is it aborted? Or is it suspended and if yes
how long?

A further problem for transactions spanning several
web pages is the dynamic evolution of the web. The
transaction mechanisms should be open and flexible
enough, in that new web pages which are incorporated
into the web site can be made part of existing transactions
or of new transactions on the fly, i.e., without additional
programming efforts.

Transactions Spanning Arbitrary Sites

In the most complex case, a transaction is required to
span arbitrary web sites and the databases underneath. In
our electronic commerce example, this would be the case
if the products which are assembled to form holiday
packages are not located at a single web server but rather
offered by different web servers. Again, two cases may be
distinguished. First, the configuration of web servers
which are allowed to participate in the transaction could
be predefined. This would be especially applicable for
electronic shopping malls where the participating shops
are known in advance. Second and more visionary, it
would be even conceivable that the user navigates to
arbitrary web servers offering products and some runtime
engine checks whether the web server is capable of
participating in the (global) transaction or not.

In addition to the problems discussed in the previous
categories, major challenges for transaction support for
this kind of applications are the autonomy and the
heterogeneity characteristics of web servers. Concerning
autonomy, each web server is responsible for maintaining
a number of web pages and handling requests for these
pages by its own, i.e., without coordinating itself with
other web servers. The question arises, how to achieve
proper transaction support in order to, e.g., avoid global
deadlocks (Kramer 1997) while preserving the autonomy
of the web servers. Considering heterogeneity, no
assumptions can be made which form of transaction
mechanism, if any, is supported by a certain web site.
Moreover, there exist also other kinds of heterogeneity
influencing the transaction mechanism, e.g., the
underlying data models.

Transaction Borders
Concerning the static specification of transaction

borders, as soon as a dedicated web page is requested, the
transaction is started and remains active until a web page
specified to commit or to abort the transaction is
requested. With the dynamic approach, the transaction
borders are not hard-wired into web pages. Rather,
appropriate application logic decides at runtime when to
start or terminate a transaction. While the static approach
is simpler than the dynamic one, it lacks the flexibility of
the latter. In the dynamic approach for instance, a
transaction can be started or terminated depending on the
runtime context in terms of the user issuing the request or
the actual navigation path leading to the requested page.
As a consequence, however, in contrast to the static
approach, transaction borders are not known before
runtime. This in turn prohibits employing conservative
locking in order to prevent deadlocks.

Fig. 1. Dimensions of Transactional Requirements
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Outlook
As investigated in this paper, DataWeb applications

pose a lot of requirements on transaction processing and
introduce many open problems. Our overall intention is to
identify existing technologies which could satisfy the
requirements on consistency and reliability for server-side
DataWeb application architectures and to reveal
deficiencies in their transactional support for the web.
Transaction technologies that are likely to be suitable in
terms of the discussed requirements are for example:

• Extended Transaction Models, especially the nested
transaction model and its variants (Kappel 1996,
Ramamritham 1997), as well as transaction
frameworks like JPernLite allowing to customize the
transaction model according to the domain-specific
requirements of a DataWeb application (Yang 1999)

• Distributed Database Technology, primarily the two-
phase commit protocol and concurrency protocols
developed for federated database systems (Kramer
1997) and multidatabase systems (Bouguettaya 1998),
including standards like X/Open DTP (X/Open 1993)

• Middleware Technology like TP-Monitors, OMGs
CORBA Object Transaction Service (OTS) and
Microsofts Transaction Server (MTS) (Cobb 1997,
Kapsammer 1998)

• Commercial approaches to transactional support for
the Web such as WebTransactions (Siemens 1999),
Web Transaction Server (WebTS) (Unisys 1999),
WebSpeed Transaction Server (Progress 1999)

• Web-based Workflow Management Technology
(Kappel 1998)

• Electronic Commerce Frameworks such as IBMs
CommercePoint, Microsofts Internet Commerce
Framework, Sun/Javasofts Java Electronic Commerce
Framework and CommerceNets Eco System
(Tenenbaum 97)

• Extensions to HTTP, like TIP (Transaction Internet
Protocol) (Evans 1999)

On the long run, however, not only DataWeb
applications should be enabled with proper transaction
support but also those applications comprising web sites
without any database support behind.
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